
TOPICS
WKS

1 Revision

Counting Skill:

Nuntbets t -450

and 251450

writing Skill:

.WHtingofthe

numbers

•Revision

tennis

Addition oftwo 2

digit numbers

without exchanging

or remaining

Counting Skill:

Numbers 450 -

470 and 1-470

Writing Skill:

-Writing ofthe

numbers.

-Addition of2 - digit

numbers wiü)out

exchanging or

IMPORTANCE:

Helps in counting items

or goods together.

- It aiso helps to find

out the number of

boys and girls in a

class or a school.

3 Subtraction of two 2

- digit numbers with

regrouping

Counting Skill:

Numbers: 490 -

510, 1-250 and

ropils should be able to:

count 
1 4,60

numbers

identiti'

t -450

add 2' digit

htilllbets wit h not

than 100

math fhcts

t digit

number from a 2' digit

number.

compn numbets

lßing place value

system

arrange items in order

and identi$' them

using the otdinal

numbers.

idendfy fractions and

shapes

Pupils should be able to:

identify numbers

from 450-470 and

count from 1 - 470

numbers 450

- 470 and 1-470 in

numerals and in

words

add three 3•digit

numbers without

exchanging or

renaming

relate addition to

real life experiences,

e.g. adding the sum

of items purchased

in a shop correctly

solve real life

problems on two 3-

digit numbers

count and say the

numbers in

expanded form and

write the numerals

as

96 9 tens +6 units

Pupils should be able to:

identify numbers

from 490-510

count from 1 - 510

write numbers 490

-510 and 1-510 in

lhil)ils classify objects in 
t o

pupils 
ities 

given to t in

cololit' 
in 

addition and subl 

numbet'<.

pupils count 
450

on

of

ion 01

Pupils 
floctions to divided o)

and shapes,

Ihjpils add two 2e digit nutnbel% without

pupils as a class count number - 450 and

revettse the counting.

Pupils as Individuals write number i - 450

and write the reverse numbers.

pupils as individuals identify

numbers randomly from 1-450

Pupils as individuals solve real life problems

on addition and subtraction of 2-digit

numbers

Pupils in groups tell addition stories and

solve.

Pupils as a class solve addition of 3-digit

numbers such as 41 + 25 = 66

41 = 40 I

+20+5

66 = 60 +6 66

Pupils as individuals use the

addition machine of beads and cards to

add numbers and give the answer.

Pupils in small groups, use a deck of

cards, pick up two cards, add the two

numbers together.

QUANTITATIVE REASONING

110
--0—320

203

Pupils in small groups use number flash

cards to tell subtraction story and solve.

Pupils sing subtraction songs.

Pupils as a class solve subtraction of two

2-digit numbers e.g. 47-25 = 22

%01vinjii

- j) igit"l y

•Croativity and

Imagination

•Leaderqhip

Personal I)cvejopmcnt

•Citizenship

problem solving

Communication

and collaboration

Digital Literacy

Creativity and

imagination

Leadership and

Personal

Development

Citizenship

Problem solving

Communication

and collaboration

Digital Literacy

Creativity and

imagination

Leadership and

AOj)lo

Video Link

?addilion

www.proudto

com

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES

Number beads

Beans seeds

Addition Cards

Abacus

Charts on addition of2•

digit numbers without

renaming or exchanging

Counters such as sticks,

bottle tops

Video Link

ache

wwwtproudtobeprjmary,

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES

Number beads

Beans seeds



MATHEMATICS

Writing Skill:

Wiiting and

reading of the

of two 2

-v digit oumber%

without exchanging

IMPOR'I'ANCJ{:

It to Gilt Ml.ite

the reduction of

pcoVi%ionti food

in the kitchen

Additiotjof two 3

digit numben

without ey€banging

or rernaanlng

Counting Skill:

Numbers 510

530, 1-250 and

251 -530

Writing Skill:

-Writing and

reading of the

numbers.

-Addition of 3 digit
numbers without
exchangtng or

rcmajning

IMPORTANCE:

To find the

population of pupils

in a school or

patjent.% in an

hospital

Subtraction of two 3
digit numbers

without renaming or
exåanging

Counting Skill:

Numbers 530 -

550, 1-250, 251.
550

Writing Skill:

-Writing of the

numbers,

•Subtraction of 3 -

digit numbers
without exchanp)ng
or remaining

J.V.ARNINC, O"JVÅ.TIVES

nunjec.ij% and in
word's

identify place values
of unjt%, teji%, and
hundred% in

%01ve real life

on

ion e.p.
paying in a

the

Pupils should be able to:

Identify numbers
from 510-530
count from I 530
write numbers 510

530 in numerals
and words
add 3-digit numbers
without exchanging
or renaming
solve real life
problems on adding

3-digit numbers.

Pupils should be able to:

identify numbers

from 530-550

count from 1-550

write numbers 530

-550 and 1-550 in

numerals and in

words

subtract two 2-digit

numbers with
regrouping

subtract 3-digit

numbers with

regrouping

relate subtraction to

life problems,
paying for items in a

shop and collecting

the correct change

I.VJiRNlNG ACTIVITIES

47. 40 47

22
O! JANIT17sTlVF. R EASON ING

240 145

Pair of pupils create a scenario of buying
selling and collecting change.

Pupils as a class solve quick problems on
addition of 3-diMt numbers
Pair of pupils create a scenario of buying
selling and collecting change.
Pupils in pairs use number cards to add
two 3-digit numbers without exchanging
or renaming.
Sing songs on addition of numbers.
Pupils as a class solve addition of two
3-digit numbers
e.&431 + 125 = 5566

431= 400+30+1
+ 125 = 100+20+5

556 = 500+50+6 = 556

QUANTITATIVE REASONING

346 120

541 204

Pupils as a class solve quick problems on

subtraction of 3-digit numbers

Pair ofpupils create a scenario ofbuyin&

selling and collecting change.

Pupils sing subbaction song.

Pupils as a class do subtraction of 3-digit

numbers without exchanging or

renaming e.g. 448-235

448 400+40+8

_213- 213

QUAN REASONING

530 270

346 200

EMBEDDED CORE

SKILLS
Personal

Development

Citi?.enship

Problem solving

Communica-t.ion
and collaboration

Digiul literacy
Creativity and
imaØnation

Leadership and
Personal

Development

Citizenship

problem solving

Communica-don
and collaboration

Digiul Literacy

Creativity and

imaginaüon

Leadership and

Personal

Development

Citizenship

LEARNING RESOURCFS

Bottle tops.

Addition Cards

Abacus

Charts on addition of 2-
digit numbers without
renaming or exchanwng

Counters such as sticks,
bottle tops

Video Link

wwwtweareleacbcrs•rn
?addition

"Ytwproudtobgprimam
qæadditjon

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES

Number cards

Cardboard strips with
numerals and number

Number beads

Counters such as:

Oranges

Beans seeds

Bottle tops

Video Link

www.weareteacheßcorn
> tra •o

proudtobeprimausgmz
subgracoon

https://_www.youtubecq

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES

Number ards

Cardboard mps with

numerals and number

lines

Number beads

Counters such as:

Oranges

Beans seeds

Bottle tops

Video Link



WKS •rortcs

IMPORTANCE;

heis to

the reduction of

goods in a shop while

taking stock.

solve
on

numbers

6 Odd and even Pupils should be able to:

numbers 1 -

tifidttii'f'0i

jittbå.//www.'/fiiituiitu;

tlon

iit' v
i.//www.'/fjutub€{o

100

Counting
Numbers SSO —

570, 1-250 and

251-570

Writing

-Writing and
reading of the

numbers.

-Odd and even

numbers from —

100

IMPORTANCE:

It helps in the

grouping of items

into like terms.

7 MIDTERM BREAK

8 Open sentences -

involving addition

and subtraction

Counting sun:
Numbers 570-600,
1-300 and 301-600

Writing Skill:

-Writing of the

numbers.

-Addition and
subtraction in an

Identify numbers

550-570
count 1 - 570

•mite numbos 5.60

- 570 and 1-570 in

numerals and In

words

identify odd and

even numbers

categorize odd and

even numbers

detennlne whether

a group of objects

have an odd or even

number of objects.

justify that the sum

of two odd numbers

is even.

MID TERM BREAK

Pupils should be able to:

identify numbers

from 570-600
order numbers from

1 - 600

count from i - 600
write numbers 570
— 600 in numerals

and words

identify an open

sentence

determine when to
add or subtract in
an open sentence

Pupils as a tite of

odd and even number

Pupils as identify odd

even numbers In a 'jet of

e g, 10 are in row

taking a number card eocii from J to 10,

Pupils with number i a

fotvard, willie a pupils with number card

2 takes a step backward, The pupils will

be in this arrangement:

Odd Even

1 2

3 4

5 6

9 10

Pupils in pairs add two odd numbers

using number cards e.g.

3 8

odd odd even

7 16

odd odd even

QUANTITATIVE REASONING

5 9 13

7 11 15

9 13

15 19

MIDTERM BREAK

Pupils as individuals count and add a

given problem in an open sentence

Pupils as individuals count, add or

subtract a given problem in an open
sentence

A group of 4 pupils use weighing scale

and pegs of two different colours to

perform arithmetic operations on open
sentence

e.g. the weighing scale:

Otion

and ion
l)igjtai l.lter,try

y anti

imav)nation
00 written in twoLeadership and

Pcrxonøj
colour

another 
even

numbers

'T wo coloured
labeled number l,

Video Link

Jittvs://www.youtubc.co

Left side

8 red pegs

Right side

12

12 red pegs

MIDTERM BREAK

problem solving

Communication

and collaboration

Dlßtal Literacy

Creativity and

LmaØnaUon

Leadership and

Personal

Development

Citizenship

MID TERM BREAK

AUDIO VLSUAL

RESOUROS

-Number cards

-Bottle tops

•Coloured pegs.

-Pupils

-Weighing scale.



MATHEMATICS

WKS

open sentence

IMPORTANCE:

-It helps to

deterntine the scon•.s

oi a gaine.

-It helps to eontp,uv

quantities of itetns

LEARNING OH) EC.TIVES

solve open

sentences by

pectortning

anthnu•tic

operations.

Multiplication: Pill"l.s should be able to:
9

By using repeated

addition (Additive

Multiplication)

Counting Skill:

-Numbers 250

300, 301-600.

Aip counting of

numbers in 2s, 3s,

SS and IOS

Writing Skill:

-Writing of the

numbers in

ascending and

descending orders.

-Multiplication of 1 -

digit number by 2 or

3 without rmaining

or exchanging.

IMPORTANCE:

It helps to determine

the total number of

items occurring in

two or more ways

identity nutnbers

2.60-300

Oilier nutlibers

300

count fmm 1 - 300.

skip count in 2s, 3s„

ss and IOS

write numbers 250

- 300 in numerals

and WOtdS

illustrate and

explain the concept

of multiplication

identify the

multiplication sign

multiply numbers

using repeated

addition without

ænaming or
exchanging , e.g.

2 x 4 = 2+2+2+2=8

apply multiplication

to everyday

activiöes.

10 Multipliation: Pupils should be able t:o:.

2 digit numbers by
di4ts 2 or 3 without
remaining or
exchanging

Counting Skill:

-Numbers 300
350, 301-600.

-Skip counting of
numbers in 2s, 3s,
5s and IOS.

-Reciting/singing
multiplication

tables 2 and 3

identi& numbers

from 300-350

order numbers from

1-350
count from 1-300

write numbers 301
600 in numerals

and words

multiply 2-digit
numbers by 2

without renaming
or exchanging
multiply 2-digit
numbers by 3

without renaming
or exchanging

i.iiARNlNG

Pupils add pegs on lefi hide
until the weiRht is
Then the of
whi(li is 4.

Pupils as a class ju•cite 2, 3, 4 and %

jnultipli€ation tables.

Pupils as individuals ojunt and add a
given of 1 or 2-di%'it by 2
or 3 uqing counter to do repeated

addition e.g. 2 xg

-00+00 00

Pupils In pairs use number catxLs to give
mental sums on multiplication of two 1 •

digit numbers.

Pupils as individuals solve real life

problems on multiplication of 2-digit by 2
and 3 without exchanging or renaming.

1 box of books contains 8 books
Then 3 boxes of books will contain
3 24 OR 8+8+8 = 24

There are 24 books in the 3 boxes.

QUANTITATIVE REASONING

10

2 5

27

3

Pupils as a class redte 2- and 3-

multiplication tables.

pupils as Individuals solve quesdons on

multiplication of 2-digit by 2 and 3

without exchanging or renaming. E.g.

1 dozen ofbook Is = 12 books

Then 3 dozen of books

12

36
QUANTITATIVE REASONING

cone

l icoblem solving

Communication

and collaboration

l)ijlitai Literacy
Cmativity and
imaginat ion

lodersliip and
Personal

Development

Problem solving

Communication

and collaboration

Litency
Creativity and

imaginadon

Leadership and

Personal

Development

Citizenship

LEARNING

Video Link

www.mntbintcrycntions,

www.svlasijjcmn.unn,

www.educatj0fjxom•ma

tiptoultivlication

AUDIO VISUAL
qvsouqces

Objects: ()ranges, bottle

tops, apples, other

objects in and around the

ciassroom

•Multiplication number

cards

-MuiUpjjcation table

chart.

Video link

wyw.splashlgarn.com

www.education.comærna

llpmul!iplication

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

Objects: Oranges, bottle

tops, apples, other objects

in and around the

classroom

Video Link

www.khanacademy.org»

maths>multiplication

AUDIO VISIIAL

RESOURCES

-Counting objects:

Oranges. bottle tops,

apples, other objects in

and around the

classroom

-Multiplication chart

•Multiplication number

cards.

Video Link

24 2



EMBEDDE
ING

LFARNINC, 
ACTIVITIES SKILLS

TOPICS

Writing Skills:

-Writing of the

numbers in

ascending and

descending orders.

-Multiplication 2-

digits number by 2

or 3 without

remaining or

exchanging.

IMPORTANCE:

It helps to solve the

cost of multiple

items or articles

purchased in a

superstore.

11 Practical Wod(

Revision of the

term's work

12 EXAMINATION

13 EXAMINATION

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

solve real life

problems in

multiplication

apply multiplication

to everyday

activities

Pupils should be able to;

reall what

have learnt for ffe

EXAMINATION

EXAMINATION

39

3 3

EXAMINATION

EXAMINATION

problem solving

Communication
and collaboration

Digital Literacy
Creativity and
imagination

Leadership and
Personal
Development

Ciüzenshi
EXAMINATION

EXAMINATION

EXAMINATION

EXAMINATION

edudelighttutors.com


